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***

“I was the CIA Director. We lied. We cheated. We stole. [Laughter, applause] We had entire

training courses. [Applause]. It reminds you of the glory of the American experiment.”1 –
Mike Pompeo, 15 April 2019    

“The  Democrats  and  their  FBI  Gestapo  have  brought  Nazism to  America.  There  is  a
revolution underway that is creating a situation for you that is far worse than life in the Third
Reich.”2 – Dr Paul Craig Roberts, 6 January 2023    

 

The CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) and the FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) are the
two most notorious of several acronym-named institutions which are nowhere mentioned in
the Constitution of the United States of America.

The CIA was established by President Truman under the National Security Act of 1947 to
assist in countering the then Soviet threat. Its main purpose was to collect, evaluate and
disseminate  vital  information  on  economic,  military,  scientific  and  other  developments
abroad in  order  to  safeguard  national  security,  but  it  developed by  stealth  into  what
Ron Unz calls “the gangster enforcement arm of the oligarchy that rules America and its

mainstream media”,3 eventually assuming a role parallel to “the secret American Army”
akin to the Gestapo (Geheime Staatspolizei), Hitler’s Secret State Police.

Today the CIA is busily eviscerating the US Constitution and has criminalised peaceful public

dissent  and  free  speech.4  The  Natural  News  website  provides  evidence  that  on  the

international front the CIA is running Ukraine’s war against Russia,5 that it is using the pro-

vaccine corporate media as a criminal conspiracy to promote the Covid-19 scam,6 that it

conducted secret torture operations and assassinations,7  and that it  uses Google as its

“information dominance” front.8   
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The FBI was also subjected to a transformation similar to the CIA’s.

Originally known as simply the ‘Bureau of Investigation’, the FBI was created on 26 July
1908  by  the  then  Attorney  General  Charles  J  Bonaparte,  grandson  of  Napoleon’s
brother, despite objections by some members of Congress.

It was intended to be the investigative arm of the US Department of Justice and was a fact-
finding agency responsible for all Federal criminal statutes except those delegated to other
Federal agencies.

It  since morphed in  stages into  America’s  domestic  “Surveillance State”,  which it  led,
together with the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) and the CIA, to “run roughshod
over tech companies”, placing staff agents at Twitter and other key tech companies in order

to  influence  censorship  policy”.9  Like  the  CIA,  the  FBI  is  thus  rightly  accused  of  “Gestapo

tactics”.10 As early as 12 May 1945 President Harry Truman already wrote of it: “We want no
Gestapo or Secret Police. FBI is tending in that direction. […] The Courts should be strictly

judicial and not dabble in policy – except interpretation of the Constitution.”11 Today the

majority of Americans consider the use of the FBI as “Biden’s personal Gestapo”.12  The
Russia Today website calls the FBI a “jackbooted Gestapo”, “criminal” and “rotted at its

core”.13 The Natural News website put it bluntly: “The FBI overthrew America.”14   

WikiLeaks has exposed the CIA   

On  14  March  2017  WikiLeaks  released  thousands  more  documents  and  files  revealing
the “entire hacking capacity of the CIA”. Even the first one percent of the batch, known as
“Vault 7”, contains over 8,000 pages and already reveals that the CIA, which fabricated
stories of Russian hacking of US and EU elections with zero proof, was itself hypocritically
spying on the entire world, including American politicians, businesses and individuals. It
describes the CIA as “a hotbed of corruption and espionage”.

The Vault 7 documents also disclose that the CIA purchases software exploits from other
intelligence  agencies,  including  Britain’s  MI5.  For  years  the  West  and  its  subservient
mainstream media, backed by the CIA, the White House, the State Department, and the
sixteen other US intelligence agencies, have been doing their utmost to demonize Russian
President  Vladimir  Putin  with  hysterical  and  emotional  accusations  based  on  absolute
fiction.  WikiLeaks  exposed the  CIA  for  hypocrisy  in  doing  precisely  what  the  CIA  itself  has
been accusing others of doing.   

Vault 7 describes the CIA as not only “illegal”, but also “incompetent”. The CIA is legally
prohibited from conducting electronic surveillance on Americans. Its activities are supposed
to be subject to rigorous oversight to ensure that they comply fully with US law and the
Constitution.  Nevertheless,  it  has consistently breached its  legal  brief  and violated the
separation of powers principle embodied in the US Constitution. Itsincompetence surfaced
when it  actually  lost  its  arsenal  of  hacking tools,  resulting in  a  call  for  an immediate
Congressional investigation into itshacking activities, which for obvious reasons apparently
never took place.   

On 4 May 2012 former CIA Director  William Casey also admitted its  involvement in  a
campaign of  deliberate lies:  “We’ll  know our disinformation program  is  complete when
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everything the American public believes is false.”15 

That is largely the situation today. Recent revelations also prove that the CIA was involved
in the assassination of President Kennedy and illegally tapped the Trump election campaign

in 2016.16   

FBI ‘weaponised against the people’   

A Global Research website article by Joseph Mercola, published on 17 January 2023, states:

“We now have proof that the FBI has been acting as the key instigator and implementer
of  the  Government’s  illegal  censorship  of  Americans.  The  FBI  has  also  actively
interfered in multiple elections – all while inventing the narrative that foreign nations
were interfering. Twitter has worked hand in hand with the US Department of Defence
to aid  US intelligence agencies  in  their  efforts  to  influence foreign governments  using

fake news, computerized deep-fake videos and bots.”17   

Judging by the documentation obtained through a recent lawsuit against the White House
and the Twitter files released by Elon Musk it has become clear, says Musk, that: 

“every facet of the US Government, including its intelligence agencies, are [sic, for ‘is’]

involved in illegal and unconstitutional censorship”.18 

Noting that Twitter was: 

“paid  to  censor  Americans  and  promote  US  [Government]  propaganda,  and  that
Members of Congress have done likewise”, 

Musk reminds us  that  (as  in  the case of  the CIA which I  mentioned above)  the First
Amendment bars Government from engaging in viewpoint-based censorship, and he quotes
US Senator Josh Hawley’s grave warning that these kinds of activities are

“the biggest threat to our Constitutional democracy today”.   

*
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Research articles.

Notes

1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUAe35IunXc   

2 https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2023/01/06/the-democrats-and-their-fbi-gestapo-have-brought-
nazism-to-america/   

3 https://www.unz.com/kbarrett/rogue-elephants-can-elon-tucker-and-ye-trample-the-ringmasters-and-t
ear-down-the-big-top/   

4 https://www.unz.com/article/the-secret-american-army/   
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5 https://naturalnews.com/2022-07-04-confirmed-cia-running-ukraine-fight-against-russia.html   

6 https://naturalnews.com/2021-03-02-pro-vaccine-media-a-front-for-cia.html   

7 https://naturalnews.com/049673_torture_CIA_American_Psychological_Association.html; see also
the New York Times report:
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/01/us/report-says-american-psychological-association-collaborated-o
n-torture-justification.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&module=first-column-
region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news&_r=1   

8 https://naturalnews.com/2017-02-26-bombshell-investigation-google-an-information-dominance-front-
for-the-cia.html   

9 https://www.globalresearch.ca/surveillance-state-what-twitter-files-mean-america-ukraine-libertarianis
m/5803696   

10 Read the superb in-depth analysis of FBI activity in the Global Research website’s article “The FBI’s
Gestapo tactics: Hallmarks of an authoritarian regime”:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/fbi-gestapo-tactics-hallmarks-authoritarian-regime/5790936   

11 https://www.trumanlibrary.gov/library/truman-papers/longhand-notes-presidential-file-1944-1953/ma
y-12-1945   

12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VRjE6IGgfM   

13 https://www.rt.com/news/562538-bannon-fbi-raids-trump-supporters/;
https://crimereads.com/the-cias-dark-history-of-employing-former-nazis-in-postwar-europe/   

14 https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-12-21-ben-armstrong-fbi-overthrew-america-stole-
elections.html   

15 https://twitter.com/drtcp/status/1389614459287752705; Italics mine for emphasis   

16 https://www.foxnews.com/video/6317311778112; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0LRArfyjK1Y   

17 https://www.globalresearch.ca/every-facet-government-censorship-business/5804929; Italics mine
for emphasis   

18 See Musk: “Dems freed the War Machine”: https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/twitter-files  
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